
 Roadmap to become 
 a Test Automation 

 Engineer

 Get a strong foundation in testing and 
 modern application development 
 process

  increase your software testing knowledge

 software development process

  web basic concepts.

 find a supportive community of testers and 
 automation engineers

 Ministry of Testing

 local testing/DevOps meetups

 organise your own local group 

 get support from your workmates, if possible

 Note, without understanding the 
 foundations , you won’t be able to neither 
 create an automation testing strategy nor 

 pick which tests to automate. Not to speak 
 that  that you'll need to be on the same page 

 with a team

 Pick a technology to learn

 Desktop

 Mobile

 API/Web Services

 Web Applications
 Would be the best option to start 

 as there are a lot of learning resources and 
 web testing is in high demand

 Learn a programming language

 Pick a language

 Java

 Python

 Ruby

 C#

 Javascript or its' superset Typescript

 These two languages are
 the most common for test automation

 Learn the basics of Git and GitHub

 Find a developer/mentor who can give you 
 feedback and review your code

 Pick a small real project idea to work on

 all learning projects add to your github repository
 Each learning project can be part of your 
 test automation portfolio which will be so 

 valuable if you are looking for a job. 

 Learn how to use test automation tools

 Desktop

 QTP

 TestComplete

 Mobile

 TestComplete

 Appium

 TestProject

 Katalon Studio

 Web

 Selenium

 Cypress

 Tetscafe

 TestComplete

 TestProject

 Watir

 Katalon Studio

 API

 SoapUI

 Postman

 Rest Assured

 TestProject

 Katalon Studio

 Performance

 jMeter

 all learning projects add to your github repository

 Test automation strategy and planning

 learn how to pick the right building blocks for the 
 test automation strategy

 Integration with build management 
 tools

 Get better understanding of Agile and DevOps 
 methodologies

 Learn how to use continuous integration tool

 Jenkins

 TeamCity

 There are definitely much more tools in the 
 market, just listing the most popular to start 

 with

 Follow up. Analyse your learning  
 progress. How close are you to your 
 goal?

 Other things to learn
  

 Acceptance test driven development

 Test driven development

 Behavioral Driven Development

 explore some tool which supports BDD

 Cucumber

 Serenity

 jBehave

 Remember to set a goal for yourself at the 
 beginning of your learning journey so that 
 you can track the progress, and adjust if 

 necessary.

 better to pick one type of application and 
 focus on it.

 Once you feel confident with one language. 
 you may feel to start learning another one

 Depending  on your goals, you can either 
 pick a new tool or start working on another 

 project using the same tool

 Please, note: this list is not pretending to be 
 a complete list of tools. This is just the most 

 commonly used tools at the moment of 
 creating a mind map.


